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My goal going into my walk today is

to take my mind off of the stresses of

everyday life like homework ,  school ,

and other responsibilities and instead

focus on just spending some

wholesome time with my family

outdoors .  I want to enjoy the flora

and fauna of my local park and

develop a greater appreciation for

the wonders of our natural world .  

MY INTENTIONS



One of the pictures I took on my
walk was of this pinecone.

Seeing it today reminded me of
how this small, rather intricately
made, object has the potential to

support so much life: Its seeds
could get buried into the ground

by an eager squirrel and
eventually develop into a large

coniferous tree -- or the squirrel
could eat the pine seeds and the
tree would never sprout at all .  It

sort of amazed me how much life
could be housed in just a single

pinecone. Even if it did get
consumed by the squirrel or

another small animal, it would
still help support it and help it

survive through the winter.



Although I didn't notice it at
first, there is a small sign

saying "BE KIND" by the stream
(you can see it if you zoom into
the photo, also shown below). I

have no idea how the words
got there but it made me

remember the importance of
being kind to both the people
around me as well as nature!
Sometimes the world knows
when to give the right signs.



I thought that this photo I took  
was beautiful. The bench is

placed right underneath the
tree, facing the stream --

perfect for taking a short rest
during our walk! Although I

didn't come into contact with
any other people on my journey

today (they must have stayed
home because of COVID-19), it

makes me happy to see that
many other people have sat in
this bench and seen the same

view that I did, that we've been
connected to nature the same

way. I hope they enjoyed it, and
that more people visit these

trails in the future. 



We were able to stick to most of the plan, although we overestimated how
far we would be able to walk. We originally planned to walk 2 miles of the
trail in 30 minutes, but it ended up taking us over 50 minutes! We took a lot
longer than we planned because of all the time we spent observing all the
nature around us for interesting plants and critters. 

The experience was very enriching and enjoyable for me and my family. The
walk really did help me take my mind off of things as I was able to get some
fresh air and began to focus more on the beautiful things I saw in nature. I
was actually pleasantly surprised that it was able to clear my head and
relieve some of my stress off of everything that's been going on since it was
just a simple hike! We definitely plan to go on more adventures in nature
since it gives us the opportunity to have some fun family time and also
exercise our puppy Leon. I think that heading outside to appreciate the
outdoors is especially important now since the world is a mess with COVID-
19 and the upcoming elections. Going on this walk helped remind me that
even though life is turbulent sometimes, the trees will continue to ever so
slowly grow towards the skies, the squirrels will continue searching for
acorns, and Mother Earth will continue to live on. And since my adventures
today helped strengthen my connection to nature, it also reminded me
how important now more than ever before it is to preserve the
environment and keep it healthy so that our posterity will also be able to
have the same experiences connecting with the outdoors that I had the
privilege of doing today. 

MY REFLECTION
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